
THE CASE FOR A NEW CAR/MOTORHOME/COACH PARK IN DORNOCH 

 

Background 
Dornoch has a thriving tourism industry and strong visitor economy operating as one of the 
Highlands strong regional destinations, based around its world class golf course, award winning 
unspoiled sandy beach, historic cathedral and town centre, a 5* museum, 20+ independent shops 
and wide range of quality holiday accommodation, cafes, pubs and restaurants. Dornoch has seen a 
significant increase in visitor traffic with those on NC500 taking the two-mile diversion off the A9, 
since the installation of new A9 signage in December 2016 (up 32% on 2015). 
 
The number of cruise liners docking at Invergordon has risen steadily in recent years and in 2019 
welcomed 180,000 passengers and 68,000 crew. Dornoch is a popular stop off for coach tours from 
the liners. Because of a lack of off-street coach parking infrastructure in Dornoch, on cruise days up 
to six coaches can be parked at one time in the historic town square. This poses a significant health 
and safety risk when coach passengers spill out onto the road without a care for passing cars at 
what is a five-way junction. 
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In 2020 whilst we have had no coaches, we have seen a significant influx of motorhomes and 
camper vans that now park anywhere they can – including in the centre of the Square where 
coaches previously parked. 
 

 
 
Dornoch has regular events throughout the summer including 9 summer markets held on Cathedral 
Green in the town centre. On these days there are simply not enough parking spaces, and so people 
park too close to junctions and on pavements – causing traffic jams and potentially leading to 
accidents, as well as restricting access for emergency vehicles on the narrow streets. Many visitors 
coming in ‘by chance’ on market days way well not stop because there is no parking available. The 
existing Meadows Car Park at the west end of town is regularly full. 
 

 
 

 

View of The Square with no vehicles  
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Proposed new coach/motorhome/carpark  
The Dornoch Area Community Interest Company (DACIC) proposes to create a new car, motorhome 
and coach park in Dornoch South which is 40m from the Square. Providing 40 car spaces, 5 coach 
and 4 motorhome spaces will immediately relieve serious car parking congestion in the town 
generally and take the pressure off the main square.  Removing the motorhome and coaches from 
the Square will make it a safer place for traffic and pedestrians, improve the visual aspect of this 
vibrant town centre, as well as facilitating future improvements to the Square.  

 

Dornoch South is an ex-abattoir site, cleared of all 
buildings in 2015. The site is reasonably level; 
accessible directly from adopted public roads and 
serviced with all standard utilities.  
  
The site is currently owned by Aberdeen & Northern 
Marts but is in the process of being purchased by 
DACIC supported by the Scottish Land Fund. 
 

The vehicle park is phase one of the Project Curlew 
masterplan which includes a new community centre 
for leisure, events & sports - including a 3-lane curling 
rink.  
 
 

 

 
 

There would be no overnight parking to avoid displacement from the nearby Dornoch Caravan and 

Camping site which has pitches for motorhomes and provides a waste disposal service for non-

residents.   
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Benefits of providing new coach/motorhome/carpark  
The new vehicle park at Dornoch South would remove the motorhomes and coaches from the Square 
improving safety and making the historic centre and pedestrian signage more visible, enhancing the visitor 
experience.   
 
The provision of town centre dedicated coach parking would enable the cruise liner passengers to enjoy half 
day trips from Invergordon rather than the current 30-minute toilet stop in Dornoch. 
 
Additional car parking will encourage NC500 visitors to stop and explore this historic town.  
 
Pedestrian exploration would be encouraged, as more visitors could park, study the ‘You are Here’ map in 
the vehicle park and then explore on foot from the heart of the town – adjacent to the 5* Historylinks 
museum, the Carnegie Courthouse, the Castle Hotel and Jail Dornoch.  This will encourage longer stays with 
associated increase in visitor spend. Exploring on foot with less time on the road leads to gentle and leisurely 
tourism!  
 
Developing a brownfield site in the centre of Dornoch will bring a current eyesore into effective use. 
  
Coaches often sit with their engines running in the Square for short stops which is environmentally 
damaging.  Dedicated town centre coach parking would encourage longer stays with engines off. 
 
There will be a further 2 electric charging points provided at Dornoch South to address increasing demand in 
the coming years.  
 
In the longer term as Dornoch South is developed, the car park will also be used by winter curlers from 
Caithness, Sutherland & Ross-shire saving fuel on weekly journeys to Inverness. Winter visitors for weekend 
curling bonspiels will use the dedicated coach parking – thus ensuring this car & coach park is well used all 
year round making efficient use of the resource. 
 
The growth in motorhome ownership, particularly amongst the over 50s, will encourage all-year-round 
tourism and the provision of a dedicated town centre motorhome park will encourage those visitors to 
spend time in Dornoch. 
 

About DACIC  
 

The Dornoch Area Community Interest Company (DACIC) was formed in 2007 to 
• Enhance Dornoch town centre, while preserving the historic & cultural heritage  

• Encourage the development of new business employment opportunities 

• Ensure a quality range of services continues to be available 

• Manage community land and associated assets 
 
Since the Dornoch Economic Masterplan was commissioned by Highlands & Islands Enterprise in 2013 DACIC 
has 

• Developed the VisitDornoch brand – promoted on the website, social media and mobile app 

• Formed a levy-based Business Group (now with 95 members) to fund whole town marketing 

• Established a new Visitor Centre in the Carnegie Courthouse 

• Introduced Dornoch Ambassadors to meet & greet visitors on the street 

• Established the Dornoch Whisky Festival 

• Purchased the Dornoch Police Station due to open as a business, creative & community hub in 2021 

• Developed plans for Project Curlew on the brownfield site at Dornoch South 

• Has raised £1.4m to enable these projects to proceed. 


